Introduction {#S0001}
============

With a million new cases being reported every year, cancer seems to be tightening its grip throughout the world and especially Africa, Asia, and Central and South America. Breast cancer is one of the major causes of cancer-related death in women of all ages worldwide.[@CIT0001] Early diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer remarkably obstruct the disease's progression and reduce its morbidity rate.[@CIT0002] Whole Slide Imaging is one of the emerging fields of digital pathology based on digital microscopic. It explores the different methods and applications to enhance clinical care and cancer diagnosis. The first automated high-dimensional whole slide imaging (WSI) system was developed by Wetzel and Gilbertson in 1999. After so many innovations in imaging hardware, methods, and applications practitioners from digital pathology are adopted these technological advancements and steadily growing.[@CIT0003] Besides the conventional approach of pathology, WSI produces the virtual slides with a high resolution of less than 0.5µm/pixels and it can be examined and explored with interactive software on a good computer screen.[@CIT0004]

WSI concept carries exceptional promises to digital pathology. But in parallel, this concept is limited by several factors, including image quality, the inability to view the entire slide on high resolution, navigation control, and extended amount of time to review the slide with accuracy and adaptability for the system. Pathologists with medical specialists facing the growing demand to improve quality, patient safety, and better accuracy of diagnosis with high precision. These factors motivating the developers to build systems that can optimize access to expert's opinions and highly specialized pathology services. Digital pathology networks based on WSI systems provide a potential solution to all of these challenges and will undoubtedly play a critical role in the future. It is focused primarily on the adaptation of such kind of concepts in pathology and as a result, so many hospitals and agencies accepting it. The growing research and literature describe the validation of the WSI system. However, due to size in gigapixel and high computational cost, it is always a big challenge to find the ROI in WSI. The patch level classifier has been implemented after giving training on image patches rather than image-level using CNN.[@CIT0005]

Much related work has been done in the past few years and most of them are machine learning-driven approaches. It is mentioned that it has been trained in the model using CNN with the patches size 500x500 that were extracted from large WSI.[@CIT0005] After applying patch extraction, segmentation, and likelihood in Expectation-Maximization (EM) based method to identify the appropriate patches for CNN training. It is mentioned the WSI enabled the researchers to view digital slides and gain a new understanding of cancer diagnosis and decision-making systems. With the help of a sliding window and a visual bag of words approach, it is formulated the detection of relevant ROIs with an accuracy of 74%.[@CIT0006] Other algorithms like patch-based nonlinear image registration are applied to human lung cancer detection. It is proposed a two-state solution, first registers the complete image into low resolution with a nonlinear deformation model then refines this result on patches with high-resolution images by using a second nonlinear registration on each patch. The information of those patches that are already computed in the first step is used consequently for the second step of high-resolution patches.[@CIT0007] It is proposed and described two different spatial pyramid matching approaches based on morphometric features and morphometric sparse code, respectively, for tissue image classification. It is the extension of pixel-level feature extraction to the patch level feature extraction. It is extensively working for different types of tumors.[@CIT0008]

Materials and Methods {#S0002}
=====================

WSI Samples {#S0002-S2001}
-----------

ICIAR 2018 Grand Challenge on breast cancer histology images (BACH) dataset is composed of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained histology microscopy whole slide images.[@CIT0009] Total 30 WSI for training and 10 WSI available for algorithm testing. All the 10 WSI malignant samples have pixel-wise annotated regions for the Benign, in situ carcinoma and invasive carcinoma classes, labeled through pathologists. All the whole slide images are in.svs format having an RGB color model, with a pixel scale of 0.467µm/pixels and a variable size (eg 42113x62625), acquired by Leica SCN400. It is used the python programming language (Python 3.6, 32-bit) and is supported by open-source library packages: NumPy, sklearn, OpenCV, imutils, scikit-image, OpenSlide, and matplotlib.

Procedure {#S0002-S2002}
---------

All the major steps involved to detect accurate ROI of WSI sample images with the help of image segmentation and counting of nuclei to target the discriminative regions in the proposed methodology ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). It starts with the scanned microscopy WSI images as an input. Due to the high resolution of the WSI sample images, computationally, it is very difficult to compute the whole image at a time. The resolution of the sample image is 15368 x 17496 with three color channels ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). It is better to split it into the number of patches. Therefore to make less computation the sample image has been split into 64 individual patches with each dimension of 1921 x 2187 ([Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Still, if the dimension is more, so it can be split further till the actual scope of the scanner. Now every patch is segmented through one of the efficient unsupervised learning i.e, k-means clustering algorithms.[@CIT0010] It suppresses the anomalies and smoothened the sample image. **Algorithm 1**: *k*-means clustering**Input:***k*: the number of clusters,D: a data set containing n objects.**Output**: A set of k clusters.arbitrarily choose the cluster centroids $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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After removing anomalies and smoothing the sample image in the form of patches, now convert it into an 8-bit gray-level image. In the next consecutive step, apply the Otsu's method for thresholding.[@CIT0011],[@CIT0012] It is one of the most efficient methods to get thresholding value and always applied on the gray-level histogram. Let the pixels of a given picture will be represented in L gray levels \[1, 2 ... L\]. The number of pixels at level *i* is denoted by n~i~ and the total number of pixels by N = n~1~ + n~2~ + ... + n~L~. To simplify the discussion, the gray level histogram is normalized and regarded as a probability distribution: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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After applying the iterative approach, it represents the Otsu's method that is within-class variance represented as the sum of the two variances multiplied by their associated weights. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Otsu's method and Canny edge detector helped to find the global threshold value and the edges respectively in the patches ([Figure 3C](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). The morphological features and different shape formulas will help to find the discriminative region of interest for the different nuclear section resides on sample data. Nuclear section area, roundness, solidity, and compactness have a very important role to recognize the nuclear section from the different resilient environments of the sample images. The process of finding the approximate size of the nuclear section is initiated by the experts (pathologists), after that, the system will take care of it. Finally, it will get the effective and approximately accurate counting of the nuclei present in the individual patches. Based on nuclei counting, it is easy to define the appropriate ROI in the patches. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$Figure 3(**A**) Implementation of k-means clustering algorithm on an image patch at magnification level of x40 and (**B**)results after clustering at same magnification level.

where B is representing the dimension of an image in terms of row and columns. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where P is the perimeter of the nuclear section. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#S0003}
=======

The proposed methodology has been implemented in Python Programming Language and supported by open-source library packages. The data of ICIAR 2018 grand challenge is acquired on breast cancer histology images.[@CIT0009] All the samples are H&E stained WSI images of high resolution. It has provided a total of 40 WSI samples and approximately 400 labeled microscopy images. Among 40 WSI, 30 are for the training, and 10 data samples are for testing.

It has been demonstrated the implementation of the k-means clustering algorithm on a sample patch ([Figure 4A](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). The anomalies have been suppressed and the nuclear section becomes more visible ([Figure 4B](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). In continuation of the final result, it is demonstrated that the output of k-means clustering is converted into an 8-bit gray level image ([Figure 3A](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). Apply the Otsu's method for finding appropriate edges. The Canny edge detection algorithm is implemented in [Figure 3C](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}. The most important step is to target the nuclear section in the patch and its accurate counting. Segmentation and localization of nuclei are demonstrated in ([Figure 3D](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 4Implementation steps and results at magnification level of x40 (**A**) represents the ouput of k-means clustering algorithm, (**B**) represents the 8-bit gray level image, (**C**) represents the output of Otsu\'s method and canny edge detector, and (**D**) represents the localization of nuclei.

This work is motivated by WSI concepts following the DICOM standard, where it is studied 720 high-dimensional pathology images of tumor tissue from a total of 352 patients with breast cancer and quantified the total 35 biomarkers.[@CIT0013] A similar kind of work is described, where the (bag of words) model is applied to predict diagnostically relevant regions in unseen whole slide images and achieved a 75% detection accuracy.[@CIT0014] The same kind of work is dealing with feature extraction methodology and it has a major role to target the point of interest based on defined features like the area of the nuclear section, its roundness, solidity, and compactness.[@CIT0015]

It is shown the steps and corresponding results to target and localize the region of interest (ROI) ([Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). It is represented the input sample image in ([Figure 5A](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}) and split into 64 equal patches ([Figure 5B](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). The quantitative representation of every low-resolution patches of ([Figure 5B](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}) is represented in ([Figure 5C](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). It is observed that the frequency of targeted nuclei is the maximum of 375 for the patch location (1, 2) ([Figure 5D](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). The frequency of the other patches is relatively very low. It is used statistical formulas like mean, standard deviation, and variance to select the threshold frequency. So the patch of location (1, 2) will be eligible to become the region of interest. To validate the results, this work is performed on ICIAR 2018 grand challenge on breast cancer histology images. This dataset is composed of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained breast histology microscopy and whole slide images. There are various data samples but this work is targeting only 10 pixel-wise labeled WSI malignant samples. In the result section, it is demonstrated only 6 WSI images ([Figure 6A](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). All the available 10 samples are labeled and annotated by two medical experts who are the team members of the challenge. Each image is labeled by benign, in-situ carcinoma, and invasive carcinoma. The remaining unlabeled part of the image will be considered as normal. Before implementing the work of this paper, it is set together all the three categories benign, in-situ carcinoma and invasive carcinoma in one category called affected area or targeted region of interests (ROIs), represented by red color and the rest in normal category, represented by black color. All the targets are followed by experts' suggestion ([Figure 6B](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 5Steps and results of targeting ROI (**A**) high resolution H&E stained sample image, (**B**) split it into equal low dimension patches, (**C**) counting of nuclei present in each patch and (**D**) represents pixel-wise points of interest (nuclei) at magnification level of x40.Figure 6Targeted ROI on WSI image samples (**A**) represents WSI malignant samples of breast cancer in.svs format with a pixel scale of 0.467µm/pixels, (**B**) represents labeled and annotated by medical experts of the BACH challenge, and (**C**) represents automated localized ROI based on counting of nuclei.

After following all the steps ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}), it is found the automated localized region of interest in ([Figures 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). It is considered a threshold frequency calculated by statistical formulas like mean, standard deviation, and variance for the frequency of all the patches ([Figure 7B](#F0007){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}) derived in [Figure 7D](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}. The resultant threshold frequency will help to select the interesting patches and it can be easily localized and compared with ground truth ([Figure 7E](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}) and the predicted region of interests ([Figure 7F](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). Various mathematical relevant measures are used to evaluate the accuracy of semantic segmentation model listed in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}.[@CIT0016] After applying the various measures, the average accuracy of all the 10 WSI malignant samples are calculated in percentage except Kappa Score. The value of the kappa score ranges from 0 to 1. It is observed that the average values are 2.3%, 1.5%, 88%, 90.04%, 0.69, 86.3%, and 85.5% respectively for MSE, RMSE, SSIM, Pixel Accuracy, Kappa Score, F1 Score, and IoU ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). Dice coefficient (F1 Score) and IoU are the well known efficient measures for the evaluation of segmentation accuracy. The Dice coefficient is very similar to IoU and their segmentation accuracy range from 0 to 1, but here it is measured in percentage. Rezatofighi et al[@CIT0017] discussed the importance of intersection over union (IoU). It is one of the most popular benchmarks for object detection. IoU is the commonly used metric for comparing the similarity between two arbitrary shapes using the overlapping concept. **Algorithm 2**: Generalized Intersection over Union (IoU)**Input**: Two arbitrary shapes:$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$Dice = {{2{\rm{*}}\left| {target} \right|\,\cap\,\left| {prediction} \right|} \over {\left| {target} \right|\,+\,\left| {prediction} \right|}}$$
\end{document}$[^1] Table 2Comparison of Different Accuracy Measure Implemented on Proposed Segmentation ResultsWSI SampleMSERMSESSIMPixel AccuracyKappa ScoreF1 ScoreIoU13.41.8482.9678.510.670.5775.7122.31.5288.4283.490.6879.7778.9830.930.9695.2293.190.6178.279.8741.31.1493.0998.70.7998.295.7851.81.3490.7186.520.6584.2682.9261.21.109387.970.6888.483.9472.11.4591.294.520.7394.290.7884.12.0276.5490.60.6988.585.7293.81.9579.23890.6785.1588.541021.4190.4597.930.789692.42Average2.31.58890.040.6986.385.5[^2] Figure 7Steps implemented on BACH high resolution WSI sample images (**A**) H&E stained malignant sample image, (**B**) split it into low dimension, (**C**) target the patch based on highest counting of nuclei (**D**) using algorithm, count the number of nuclei for each patch, (**E**) manually annotated by experts, and (**F**) automated annotation of target patches.

It is illustrated and manually annotated the region of interest in ([Figure 6B](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}) and their corresponding automated localized ROI is illustrated in ([Figure 6C](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). It is applied Algorithm 2 for calculating the IoU on the BACH data set which is containing 10 annotated WSI samples and getting the average accuracy of 85.5% which can be called a good result in comparison to others listed in [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}. It is discussed the quantitative accuracy comparison of different methods. This result is based on splitting the WSI samples into 64 different patches. If it will be further split, definitely the accuracy will increase but the computational cost will also be increased.Table 3Quantitative Accuracy Comparison of Different Method vs Paper ResultsReferencesMethodsAccuracyMercan et al (2016)[@CIT0006]Visual bag of words model79.6Apou et al (2015)[@CIT0018]Multiclass supervised classification79.8Guo et al (2019)[@CIT0020]v3 DCNN model83.5Marami et al (2018)[@CIT0021]Ensemble convolutional neural networks55.26Aresta et al (2019)[@CIT0022]Convolutional neural networks69Nawaz et al (2018)[@CIT0023]ALEXNET75.73Golatkar et al (2018)[@CIT0024]Inception-v3 convolutional neural network79Roy et al (2018)[@CIT0025]Patch-based classifier using CNN81.05Yan et al (2019)[@CIT0026]Hybrid convolutional and recurrent deep neural network82.1Paper Results (Accuracy is measured using IoU)Unsupervised machine learning supported by morphological features and shape formulas85.5

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

This study will help the pathologist to diagnosis the cancer patient effectively with more precision and lesser the multiple opinions. The pathologist spends most of their time on the diagnosis of sample tissues. Due to the complexity of visualization and multiple regions of interest, it consumes so much time and effort. Mercan et al[@CIT0006] used the visual bag of words model with texture and color features to describe these regions and train probabilistic classifiers to predict similar regions of interest in the new whole slide image. This paper used 240 different WSI samples of breast biopsies from 5 different levels of cancer from normal to malignant. And getting 79.8% accuracy to find the correct ROI. Apou et al[@CIT0018] described a fast segmentation method coupled with an intuitive multiclass supervised classification that captures expert knowledge presented as morphological annotations to establish a cartography of a WSI and highlight biological regions of interest. Zhang et al[@CIT0019] also discussed the whole slide cancer diagnosis with a deep learning algorithm. It proposed the method which is mastering the ability to automate the human-like diagnostic reasoning process and translate gigapixels directly to a series of interpretable predictions, providing second opinions and encouraging consensus clinical pathology. Guo et al[@CIT0020] applied the v3 DCNN model and getting FROC of 83.5%. In this study, it is used Camelyon16 dataset automatically produce a heatmap of WSI and extract polygons of lesion regions for doctors.

All the below studies are implemented on the ICIAR 2018 BACH WSI dataset. Marami et al[@CIT0021] proposed an automated classification method for identifying the micro-structures of tissues using an ensemble of convolutional neural networks which has an accuracy of 55.26%. Aresta et al[@CIT0022] proposed the algorithm of classification and localization for clinically relevant histopathological classes in microscopy and WSI annotated data set. The submitted algorithm was the improved version of state-of-the-art convolutional neural networks and achieved an average accuracy of 69% for automatic identifying the RoI and classify it. Nawaz et al[@CIT0023] have tried to reduce the cost of the collection of medical data by applying some clever tricks such as mirroring, rotating, and fine-tuning of pre-trained networks. In continuation of this work, it is fine-tuned a deep convolutional neural network (ALEXNET) and achieved an average accuracy of 75.73%. Golatkar et al[@CIT0024] proposed the algorithm after a fine-tuning Inception-v3 convolutional neural network. It is extracted the patches based on nuclear density and it rejects the patches that are not rich in nuclei. Every patch with high nuclear density is accepted and based on majority voting, it defines the nuclear classes with an average accuracy of 79%. Roy et al[@CIT0025] proposed a patch-based classifier using CNN for automatic classification WSI dataset. The patch-based classifier first predicts the class label of each patch by one patch in one decision (OPOD) and after applying the majority voting schemes, it is taken the final decision about the final class label of the WSI sample image. The average patch wise classification accuracy of the algorithm is 81.05%. Yan et al[@CIT0026] proposed a new hybrid convolutional and recurrent deep neural network for the classification of breast cancer histopathological images. The algorithm is based on multilevel feature representation and integrated with the advantages of convolutional and recurrent neural networks. It preserves the short term and long term spatial correlation between patches. It obtained an average accuracy of 82.1% for the normal class.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

One of the major challenges of all neural network learning-driven approaches is the availability of labeled data and it must be authentic. Every time it is required to tune the neural network classification model for different datasets. This study is done on the ICIAR 2018 Grand Challenge BACH (breast cancer histology images) dataset. The proposed methodology applied on a total of 10 WSI annotated testing malignant samples and it is successfully localized the region of interest with an accuracy of 85.5%. It is based on unsupervised machine learning supported by morphological features and shape formulas using IoU. The proposed study focus to localize the region of interest so that it will help the pathologist to take the correct and timely decision related to the level of malignancy and for further treatment. The result can be improved if there will be a sufficient number and diverse annotated WSI sample datasets. Of course advances in hardware are equally important.

Abbreviations {#S0006}
=============

WSI, whole slide image; ROI, region of interest; H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; FDA, Food and Drug Administration; BACH, breast cancer histology images; EM, expectation-maximization; IoU, intersection over union; DICOM, digital imaging and communications in medicine; HIC, histopathological image classification; CBHIR, content-based histopathological image retrieval; FROC, free response receiver operating characteristic; DCNN, deep convolution neural network; ICIAR, International Conference on Image Analysis and Recognition.
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    \end{document}$, probability of random agreement; TP, True Positive; TN, True Negative.

[^2]: **Abbreviations:** MSE, mean square error; RMSE, root-mean-square error; SSIM, structural similarity index; IoU, intersection over union.
